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I started out trying to make a Serious
Grown-Up Pearl and Crystal Necklace, but
clearly, the Beading Muses had other
ideas. Traditional wire-wrapped links
kept morphing into faerie flowers, so I
gave up on Serious and went for Magical.
In the spirit of the Beadwork Challenge,

I’d like to encourage you to make a crown
as individual as you are. Play with beads
from your stash, or visit your local bead
shop for inspiration! Play with the photo
and the instructions below as a guide for
your own Beading Muse. Perhaps we all
need a little tiara magic in our lives . . . 

by Sandi Wiseheart

Beadwork Challenge Project, Jan/Feb 2007 (materials supplied by Rings N Things) 

Faerie Crown
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Faerie Crown

INSTRUCTIONS:
Step 1. Using seed beads, beading thread, and beading

needle, make four to ten seed-bead flowers and
leaves in various shapes and colors (see boxes).

Step 2. Insert metal headband into mesh ribbon, leaving
several inches of mesh hanging free at each end
for bow.

Step 3. Using freeform wirework techniques, working with

sterling silver wire, wire cutters, and round-nose
pliers, and referring to photo for inspiration, make
about a dozen (or more!) beaded wire stems. Start
with lengths of wire cut to about 4” each.

Ideas: • Slide a bicone crystal up close to the half-way
point of the wire; wrap one end (end A) around
the other (end B) a few times under the crystal;
slide a pearl onto end B, bend end A down
around the side of the pearl and wrap it around
end B a few more times under the pearl; slide
another crystal onto end B, bring end A down
over the side of the crystal and wrap around end
B. Secure to mesh-covered headband by wrapping
both ends of wire around base several times. 
• Form a simple loop at one end of wire; slide a
seed bead up next to the loop; slide two crystals
up next to the seed bead, slide a flower up so
that the crystals form the center of the flower;
slide a crystal up beneath the flower. Leaving a
quarter-to-half-inch space under the crystal,
bend the wire around the base of the tiara and
back up towards the flower. Wrap the wire around
the flower stem below the crystal, and 
form the end into loops as desired.

Step 4. Secure beaded wire stems to base of crown by
wrapping ends of wire around the mesh-covered
headband, arranging stems and flowers at
different heights and spacing them about a
quarter of an inch apart.

Step 5. Cut three 5" lengths of wire. 
Step 6. Bend  one length of wire in two places so that

wire forms a “U”—the middle section should be
about an inch wide, and each leg about 2" long.

Step 7. Place middle section of wire against inner side of
headband at center front; wrap ends around base
of headband, leaving center section of wire open
(this “wire loop” will be used for inserting
hairpins to secure crown to hair).

Step 8. Repeat Step 7 once for each side of crown, so
that there are a total of three “loops” on the
inner edge of headband.

MATERIALS:
• Assorted Swarovski crystal bicones
• Assorted Swarovski pearls
• Assorted seed beads
• Other beads in various sizes and colors as desired
• Sterling silver 22-gauge half-hard wire
• Purchased metal headband
• 1 yd of 1⁄4"-wide organza ribbon
• 1 yd of mesh tubing ribbon
• Beading thread

• Wire cutters
• Round nose pliers
• Beading needle
• Scissors

TOOLS:

• Wireworking
• Peyote stitch
• Brick stitch
• Herringbone stitch

TECHNIQUES
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Step 9. Locate the center of the length of organza
ribbon. Starting at the center front of the crown,
wrap ribbon around the mesh-covered headband,
working ribbon around wire stems and leaving
long inner wire loops uncovered. Keep wrapping
until ribbon covers one side of headband all the
way to the end.

Step 10. Cut a 4" length of wire; slide a crystal up to the
halfway point of the wire. Lay crystal over end of
ribbon at endpoint of headband and wrap wire
(one end at a time) around all layers of ribbon
and headband to secure.  

Step 11. Repeat Steps 5 and 6 for other side of crown.
Step 12. Tie ends of ribbons in bow at back of crown.
Step 13. Using hairpins inserted through inner wire loops, 

secure crown to head.
Step 14. Wear whilst vacuuming, cooking, or doing other 

chores to add magic and laughter to life.

TINY TULIP:
Row 1: Thread a needle with 1 yd of beading thread, add 

6 beads, and tie into a ring (Figure 1).
Row 2: Add 4 beads and go into the next bead on the 

ring. Repeat this step five more times (Figure 2).
(Each set of 4 beads is the beginning of a
herringbone column.) At the end of the row,
after exiting the sixth bead in the beginning
ring, pass the needle through the first 2 beads
of the first 4-bead set added in Row 2 (Figure 3).

Row 3: Continue with herringbone stitch as follows: Add
2 beads and go down into the next bead (third
bead) in the 4-bead set. Then go into the second
bead of the next 4-bead set on the ring—the
corner bead—going upward (Figure 4). Repeat
these two steps five more times. At the end of
the row, go through the next corner bead and
the bead above it. (This is the jump up through
2 beads to begin the next row.)

Rows 4-6: Add 2 beads for the herringbone column (up
through the corner bead and down through the

Figure 1

Figure 2

Figure 3

Tiny Tulip:

Figure 4
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bead next to it), and then go into the corner
bead of the next herringbone column. Repeat
five more times. Hold the work so it begins to
form a cup. Jump up at the end of the row.

Row 7: Follow directions for Row 3, but add 3 beads
instead of 2 for the herringbone column and add
1 bead before going into the corner bead of the
next herringbone column. Doing so makes the
edge flare out slightly and makes points on the
edges of the petals. Fasten off.

CALYX FLOWER:
Row 1: Thread a needle with 1 yd of beading thread, string

on 12 beads and tie to form a ring (Figure 1).
Row 2: Make the first picot: Pick up 3 beads and go right

to left through the bead to the right of the knot
and through the next 2 beads to the left (Figure
2). Make five more picots to complete this
round, but on the last picot, go through only 1
bead to the left and then through the first bead
fo the first picot (Figure 3).

Row 3: Add 1 bead and go into the tip bead of the first
picot. Add 3 beads and go through the tip bead
of the picot again from right to left. Add 1 bead
and go through the third bead of the picot. Go
through the first bead of the next picot (Figure
4). Repeat this step five more times, ending by
going through the first bead of the first picot in
Row 2, then through the 2 beads above it.

Row 4: Add 1 bead, go into the tip bead of the picot in
Row 3, then continue adding picots to each
picot as before, but add 1 bead between each
spoke and go into the first bead of the the Row
3 picot (Figure 5). Keep tension tight so the
piece forms a cup. Fasten off.

SMALL LEAF:
Step 1: Thread a needle with 1 yd of beading thread and

tie 1 bead on the end of the thread (this bead
will be left in the work), leaving a 3-4" tail. 

Calyx 
Flower:

Figure 1

Figure 3

Figure 4

Figure 5

Figure 2
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Step 2: To form the spine, string on an odd number of
beads—the leaf may be made any length, but
begin with an even number of beads total for
the spine. In the tiara shown, we used 10-14
spine beads.

Step 3: Go back through the next-to-last bead strung,
forming the tip end (Figure 1).

Step 4: Work peyote stitch toward the stem end as
follows: Add 1 bead and go into the second bead
along the strand counting from where the thread
exited a bead. Continue in this manner to the
end of the row. 

Step 5: End by exiting the tied-on bead (Figure 2). Turn
and, without adding a bead, go into the last
bead added.

Step 6: Work back and forth across the row in peyote
stitch as described above; at the end of each
row, turn, and without adding a bead, go into
the last bead added (Figure 3). Work until there
are 4 beads “sticking up” on one side of the leaf
(or desired number of rows). 

Step 7: Pass the thread through the beads to the end of
the spine and exit the second bead from the
stem end on the other side of the spine with the
thread pointing toward the tip end. 

Step 8: Work along the spine on the other side in the same
manner. (See finished leaf, Figure 4). Fasten off.

Resources: Check with your local bead shop for these
materials or contact Rings & Things, www.rings-things.com.

Faerie Crown

SANDI WISEHEART is the editor of Beading Daily,
Interweave’s new online community for bead lovers.
Sandi is a talented beader whose innovative designs
have appeared in Beadwork, Stringing, and the book,
Beaded Weddings (Interweave Press, 2006). She lives in
a hundred-year-old house in Colorado with her extreme-
ly patient husband Nicholas, four cats, a three-legged
Australian shephard named Buddy—and a zillion beads
that insist on turning up everywhere, from her sock
drawer to her freezer.

Figure 1

Figure 2

Figure 3

Figure 4

Small Leaf:

Seed-bead tulip, calyx flower, and leaves excerpted with
permission from The Beaded Garden by Diane Fitzgerald
(Interweave Press, 2005). 
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http://www.interweave.com/go/bdbw

